What is Nadcap?

Nadcap is the leading worldwide cooperative program of major companies designed to manage a cost-effective consistent approach to special processes such as brazing, heat treating and welding & products and to also ensure the HITech Aero Brazing & Heat Treating Division provides management oversight and continuous improvement within the aerospace industries.

What does this Achievement mean to HI TecMetal Group Inc, HITech Aero Brazing & Heat Treating Division?

Essentially, this means that HITech Aero Brazing & Heat Treating Division is approved to offer brazing and heat treating services to companies requiring this accreditation.

Currently, these include:-

- Rolls Royce
- General Electric
- Honeywell
- Pratt & Whitney
- Cessna
- Sikorsky
- Eaton Aerospace
- Boeing
- Airbus
- Parker Hannifin
- Goodrich Aerospace
- Lockheed Aerospace

What does this mean to our customers?

Our customers will continue to get the same level of excellent service & support from HITech Aero Brazing & Heat Treating Division, but with the added assurance that the company has been recognized as having the quality systems in place that are a mandatory requirement for the supply of brazed or heat treated products to some of the World's leading Aerospace companies.

The future for HITech Aero Brazing & Heat Treating Division

The Nadcap accreditation is a further indication of HITech Aero Brazing & Heat Treating Division determination to grow it's business while ensuring that the customer's needs are supported during all aspects of our thermal processes.
For more information on our services or capabilities, please call Terry Profughi, President 216 426 6688 or email tprofughi@htg.cc